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0 of 0 review helpful amused and amazed by the world and events described in Peppery Winds By Victoria L In the 
year 38 life in Alexandria was dangerous if you were Jewish Under the callous rule of the emperor Caligula it was also 
a time of shifting alliances for Romans Greeks Egyptians and Indians Peppery Winds takes you into that exotic 
faraway world in a tale of politics pirates and yes pepper ndash a pre Two young men of very different backgrounds a 
spice merchant from Alexandria and a construction supervisor in the Temple in Jerusalem set out on a newly 
discovered open sea route to India the home of black pepper In Rome the demand for black pepper is insatiable and its 
price sky high If the young men can successfully exploit this new route and thereby end the Arab monopoly on the 
pepper trade glory and profits are theirs But their assignment is fraught PEPPERY WINDS is an adventurous epic 
novel set in the first century AD opening with the drama of terrifying and murderous anti Semitic riots in Alexandria 
where Jews and Greeks had lived in peace for generations following a delegation of Jewish leaders 
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